
EPISODE: LOST AND FOUND
SYNOPSIS

This episode is played using the 7TV2 Scarred for Life Programme Guide. Various items have been
lost around the town of Pifflebury and the children are searching for them - the Tufty Club to bring
them back safely to their owners, the Apaches to take them for their own nefarious purposes.

The opposing casts are both taken from the Scarred for Life Programme Guide.

Tufty Club:
Green Cross Man
Tufty the Squirrel
Charley the Cat
Tony
6 x sensible children

Apaches:
The Spirit of Dark and Lonely Water
Joe
Petunia
Billy Blunders
6 x foolish children
1 x rabid dog

SET-UP

The town of Pifflebury is set up in the usual way. The town includes the following features, in each of
which an objective token is placed.
· Farmer's Field
· Rubbish Dump
· Electricity substation
· Building site
· Park containing a small Lake (place the objective in the lake. To get this a model must be

touching the edge of the lake)
· Shops

The town is crossed by a Railway Line and many Busy Roads. Players should take turns placing
vehicles on the roads. Once the vehicles are positioned. Each player rolls a die. The higher scorer
places one objective on a point of their choice on the railway line. The lower scorer places an
objective on a vehicle of their choice.

Roll a die for deployment. The winner chooses one table edge to use and deploys their entire cast
along that base edge, with no model within 6" of either side corner and all models within 6" of
another model of their cast. Their opponent then deploys their entire cast in the same way along the
opposite long table edge.

SPECIAL RULE: HAZARDS

Particular types of terrain in Pifflebury pose an inherent hazard risk to the unwary. During a turn,
when a model first makes a move action within hazardous terrain, or attempts to enter or cross a



different area f hazardous terrain during their turn, they must make a Hazard Test. Hazard Tests are
made after plot points are spent on activation but before any move is made. Hazard tests are made
by rolling a d6. Stars fail this roll on a 1 or 2, Co-Stars on a 1-3 and Extras on a 1-4. You may always
spend * to add extra dice to this roll.

A failure on the Hazard Test means that a further test must be taken to resolve the hazard, as
described below. Remember that it is only movement that triggers the hazard test - combat and
special actions do not. In all cases a failure on the test to resolve the hazard means that model's turn
ends immediately.

Busy Roads:
If you fail the Hazard Test when crossing a Busy Road, you must then make a Mind test to
successfully avoid traffic. This test is made at -1 for each vehicle within 6" of any point at which your
move is on the road. On a failure, this model finishes its move stuck half way across the road and
may not make any further action this turn, leaving it vulnerable to being hit by passing vehicles.

Note that you do not need to take the Hazard Test if you cross the road by a zebra crossing, or cross
the road within 3" of the Green Cross Man.

Railway:
Crossing the railway is even more dangerous. If you fail the Hazard Test, your move ends with you on
the railway track. Make a Mind test. Failure means that you and all friendly figures within 3" are
subject to a +8 attack (-1d3 health), counting as disadvantaged.

Shops:
The lure of window shopping is always there. Failing a Hazard Test when moving out of a shop (away
from 1" from its front edge) requires a Spirit test. The effect of failing this roll is that the model
concerned may not act further this turn.

Building Site and Rubbish Dump:
These are dangerous places in which to play, with many trip and fall hazards. Failing the Hazard Test
means that a Body test is required to continue your move. Failure means this model may not act
further this turn and is subject to a +8 attack (weakened + knocked over).

Electricity Substation:
Danger of Death. Failing a Hazard Test here means that a Body test is required to continue moving.
Failure means this model may not act further this turn and is subject to a +10 electrical attack (1d3-1
+ stunned).

The Park:
This only counts as hazardous terrain if:
· The model concerned is in contact with the lake. If a model moves into contact with the lake

edge, or if a model begins a move in contact with the lake edge, it must take a Hazard Test. A
failure means that it must make a Spirit Test to continue its turn.

· The Spirit is in the Park. If the Spirit is present in the park, any other models of both sides
must take a Hazard Test when moving in the Park. A failure means that model must make a
Spirit test to continue its turn, or else it is immediately moved to contact the lake and may not
act again this turn.

Farmer's Field:



Animals are present in the field. If a model fails a Hazard Test hre, it must make a Spirit Test to
continue moving. A failure means the model may not act again this turn and is subject to attack by
livestock (+9, 0 health + stunned).

OTHER SPECIAL RULES

Objective Cards:
The episode uses a bespoke set of Objective cards. Every time an objective token is recovered, draw
a card and follow its instructions.

Gadget Cards:
The episode uses a bespoke deck of Gadget cards. In a variation from the main rules, all cast
members except rabid dogs, the Green Cross Man and the Spirit are allowed to use these gadget
cards.

Box of Fireworks:
It is possible that one Objective may turn out to be the Box of Fireworks. As a Special Action, this
may be passed to another model in base contact, or placed on the ground by any model that hold
this objective. If a model carrying the Box of Fireworks is eliminated, the Box of Fireworks objective
should be placed in the last location of that model, and may be picked up by another model as a
Special Action.

Countdown Cards:
The episode uses the Scarred for Life Countdown deck with the following changes:
· Finishing Line: This card only applies to friendly models within 3" of the railway line. If there

are no friendly models within this distance, the card has no effect.
· Green Cross Code and Peach And Hammer: The opposing model chosen must be within 1"

of a busy road. If there are no opposing models within this distance, the card has no effect.
· Slurry Pit: It can just be an unexpected hole rather than a slurry pit.
· Charley - In The Kitchen: The hot fat can be some other sort of hot and dangerous thing. Use

your imagination.
· Worn Tyres: Effects apply to all models in the vehicle concerned.
· Grain Pit: If grain doesn't seem likely, the model concerned is buried under something more

appropriate. Again, use your imagination.

ADDITIONS TO PLAY SEQUENCE

The End Phase is modified as follows. Additions are titled in bold italics:

A. Determine if your cast is axed
B. Deal with models who are on fire
B1. Test for Drowning
B2. Fireworks
B3. Vehicle Movement
C. Choose to Steal the Scene

B1 Test for Drowning
Every model of the on-screen cast that is in contact with the lake at the end of the turn risks slipping
in and drowning and must make a Spirit Test or lose one point of Health.

B2 Fireworks



If the Box of Fireworks is in play, roll to see if it explodes in the same way as explained in the Scarred
for Life Programme Guide.

B3 Vehicle Movement
The on-screen player now moves 1d6-1 vehicles up to 12" along roads. Vehicles that are in contact
with a member of the opposing cast may not be moved.

In a variation from the main rules, if a vehicle comes in contact with a model, the vehicle's
movement stops and the model concerned is subject to a +8 attack (1 health + stunned). If the
model survives this attack, even if stunned, it is moved back to the point from which it last
attempted to cross that section of Busy Road.

ADJUSTMENTS TO SCARRED FOR LIFE

I made the following further adjustments to powers and cards in the Scarred for Life Programme
Guide for playability:

Charley the Cat: Charley's Special Effect is limited to 6" range from his model.

The Spirit of Dark and Lonely Water: Initial cost of the power to return from the dead at full health is
**, plus * per point of health. Each subsequent time in the episode that this happens, this cost is
increased by * per point of health.

Driving Vehicles: The only model permitted to drive a vehicle is Billy Blunders, unless the Car Keys
Objective Card is used. Each time Billy attempts to move a car he is driving, he must make a Mind
Test. On a failure, the off-screen player performs his vehicle movement this turn. Vehicles driven by
models of either cast that move off-road immediately gained the Weakened Status and may only
make this move (though not through buildings) at half speed.

AND… ACTION!

Roll for initiative as normal.

VICTORY POINTS

Determine Victory conditions in accordance with the Don't scenario in the Scarred for Life
Programme Guide.

DIRECTOR'S CUT

If it hasn't already been drawn from the Objective deck, the last objective to be recovered is the Box
of Fireworks (see Scarred for Life Programme Guide).

BESPOKE CARDS

The bespoke cards for this episode are as follows:

Objective Cards:
Hazard - Used Needles. Make a Mind Test. If failed, you count disadvantaged to a +8 attack (1 +
stunned). If succeeded, gain **.



Bottle of Whisky - make a Mind test. If failed, model falls over and may not be activated In your next
turn. If succeeded, gain *.
Naughty Magazines. Make a Spirit test. If failed, lose half your * rounding up.
Something useful! Draw a random gadget card.
Lost Wallet. Gain ***.
Box of Fireworks (see Scarred for Life Programme Guide and rules for this episode)
Half a Crown. Gain *.
Bag of Sweets. Model may immediately make one additional action.
Set of Car Keys. Model may immediately move into the closest vehicle.
Nothing to See Here. Gain nothing.
Wild Rabid Dog. Replace the objective with a wild rabid dog and run your model 6" away as a free
action. The wild rabid dog becomes a member of the active player's team each turn, changing
allegiance every go.

Gadget cards:
Catapult. * Model's activation. Make a +8 ranged attack (12" range, 0 + stunned).
Peashooter. Free. Model's activation. Make a +8 ranged attack (12" range, 0 + weakened).
First Aid Kit. As main rules.
Lucozade. As adrenaline boost.
Flick Knife. * Model's activation. Make a +6 melee attack (0" range).
Water Pistol. Free. Model's activation. Make a +8 ranged attack (6" range, 0 + weakened). After use
roll a die. On a 5 or 6 the gadget is not lost.
Box of Matches. * Model's activation. All other figures in base contact gain the on fire status. Role a
die. On a 6, so do you.
Spray Paint Can. * Model's activation. Make a +7 ranged attack (flame thrower template, 0 +
stunned)
Yoyo. * Model's activation. Make a 2" range +7 melee attack (0 + stunned)
Marbles. * place the 3" template on any model within 8". All models under the template fall over.
Jelly Babies. Free. Model's activation. Due to excessive sugar rush this model makes an extra action
during this turn.
Skateboard. Free. Model's activation. This model's move actions are 12" this turn.
Squeaky Dog Toy. Free. Model's activation. Identify a point within 8" of one of your models where
the squeaky dog toy has been thrown. All rabid dogs in play that are within 12" of that point
immediately move 6" towards that point.
Cricket Bat. Free. Model's activation. Use this card to add +4 to one of this model's fight attacks. This
attack deals 1 point of health damage instead of the normal effect.
Rubber Spider. Free. Model's activation. All models within 2" of the model using this card must
make a Spirit test. Those that fail the test immediately back off 2". Models that back off out of base
contact with opposing models are subject to free strikes.


